Environmental Science 4999E/4970FG Application Form 2016-2017

Please print clearly

Student Name _____________________________________________________________
UWO Student # ________________________________
UWO email address ________________________________________________
4999E or 4970FG? ______________________________________________________
If 4970FG, which term? ________________________________________________

Supervisor Name _______________________________________________________
Department & Faculty ___________________________________________________
Member (i.e., Faculty Affiliate) of Western’s Centre for Environment & Sustainability?

Yes   No   (circle one)

Professional email address ______________________________________________
Signature __________________________________________________________________

If applicable:
*Joint Supervisor or Co-Supervisor name _______________________________________
Department & Faculty _____________________________________________________
e-mail address ___________________________________________________________
Signature __________________________________________________________________

Please return the completed application form to the current Environmental Science Course Coordinator (Yolanda Morbey, ymorbey@uwo.ca, BGS 2074). This form is due 16 September 2015 OR prior to summer research.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Students who will be collecting their data in the summer months must submit a research proposal prior to data collection. It is your responsibility to inform the course coordinator to get the instructions on how to write the proposal.

*A Joint Supervisor is a research collaborator and has equal responsibility for research oversight and grading. A co-supervisor may be required if these three conditions are met 1) the supervisor is not a regular or cross-appointed faculty member in the Faculty of Science, 2) the supervisor is not a Faculty Affiliate of the Centre for Environment and Sustainability, AND 3) the supervisor has not previously supervised an ES 4999E or ES 4970F/G student. Co-supervisors will be familiar with the course requirements and procedures, will attend all meetings, and will take on all supervisory responsibilities if necessary. They are not responsible for supervising the research, but will usually adopt an advisory role.